Product Safety Policy

Leading Technology Composites has provided decades of mission critical products that people’s lives depend upon. We have done so by building professional friendships with a long and diverse roster of satisfied customers. We do what we say; quality, price and delivery as promised. We do this through four principles regarding Product Safety:

Leadership Commitment and Accountability

Whether it is our front line supervisors, leads, focals or management; each tier takes great pride in the commitment and accountability of our product, time and our resources. This pride and accountability is exuded through clear and concise Culture and Values that represents an ownership for ensuring our product is delivered On Time, exceeds our Customer’s Requirements and done so in a fiscally responsible manner.

Level of Product Safety

LTC designs and manufactures our products to ensure the highest levels of safety consistent with our principles of providing product solutions that exceed our customer’s requirements and meets all legal, regulatory and industry requirements. LTC is proactive in determining additional risk and continually evaluating policies, procedures, products and designs to reduce safety risks.

Continuous Improvement is baked into everything we produce and evident within each person at LTC through their diligence, awareness and stewardship of our Culture and Values. Whether it be Lessons Learned, Root Cause Correct Actions, Employee Suggestions or Customer Recommendations, the process in which product is improved is a fluid and diverse process that is welcomed and achieved by all employees.

Conforming Product

Utmost quality is an essential component of product safety and by following our policies, processes and procedures we ensure that our products conform to the customer’s specifications.

Safety Awareness and Competence

Each person at LTC fosters a stewardship with regard to the context of the organization and shares responsibility inherent to that role. Our daily mindfulness, importance of ethical behavior and actions are vital to sponsoring an environment of safety awareness and accountability. Training is a fundamental aspect to our approach and proven through appropriate competency.

The overall philosophy of product safety, awareness and competency is not something that we preach, it is something that we do on a daily basis.